
Who Whom

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Once upon a time there was a miller _______ had three sons.1. who

The Countess of Salisbury was mentioned as one of the persons with
_______ the woman had been in correspondence.
2.

whom

It was I, now, _______ had to do the cheering.3. who

She could not yet part from the man for _______ her heart throbbed with
such passionate yearning, _______ was so brave and godly, so ardently
devoted to her.

4. whom
who

However, any boys _______ chose to do so were at liberty to write home,
and, if their parents wished it, to leave at once.
5. who

The more severe the pain he had to endure, the harder must he find it to
hide it from the crowd _______ were constantly about him.
6.

who

The results showed, on the contrary, that these women _______ had
proved most able in practical service stood at the top of our list.
7. who

Yet Smith had friends, and followers, and men _______ believed in him.8. who

But it was not only the pirates _______ were to be surprised.9. who

There was no lack of jests and laughter, and when some pretty young
mother or female slave passed by leading children, with _______ the garden
was a favourite playground, many a merry word was exchanged.

10.
whom

And he has thereby made an enemy of the man _______ has, besides,
the nearest interest in his destruction.
11. who

That a man _______ saw her should love her seemed natural to him; that
she should have grown tired of himself, a thing not to be wondered at.
12. who

Every person interested in the success of the project endeavoured to
draw a knot of listeners around him, to _______ he expatiated on the
treasures of the South American seas.

13.
whom
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What mother or friend would not fall a willing victim to the charm of a
woman _______ could write the following letter?
14.

who

The man and the boy, _______ were alone visible, seemed, in a sense, to
be working under protest.
15. who

Mary, _______ had remained unseen, looked down from the tree.16. who

I hope some day to meet the man _______ has forgiven an insult.17. who

He added many other tender speeches to this declaration, and the
Princess, to _______ such remarks were a new experience, could not help
feeling pleased and touched by his attentions.

18.
whom

It was the man with the cane _______ Tom had seen some time
before-the captain of the party _______ had landed.
19. whom

who

Now, this resemblance is so striking that it cannot be questioned by any
one _______ has an eye for form.
20.

who
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